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We are at a remarkable time in high-performance computing and communication
technology. New applications and technologies will continue to evolve and compete for
the user comfort and ease of use. Technologies are already in the homes; the Internet is
quickly becoming the most important resource in modern society. The information and
services it provides are growing at an ever-increasing rate. It is estimated that theWorld
Wide Web doubles in size every six months and new technologies are constantly being
implemented on the Internet.
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) is a new technology that provides
high-speed access over existing telephone lines. ADSL is a member of the xDSL (x for
generic Digital Subscriber Line) technology, which also include HDSL, JDSL, SDSL,
and VDSL. In a short term ADSL has become the alternative for companies to replace
the existing Plain Old Telephone Systems (POTS). This may be due to the fact that the
number of copper telephone lines already in existence is much greater than fiber and coax
lines expected to be in service. If ADSL has an affect in home networking, it will be
necessary to analyze it, define it, and compare it to other competing technologies, which
what this paper will try emphasize and concentrate on.
2.0 Introduction:
The revolution in communications technology is changing the world. Keeping
pace may mean networking a town's computer system or giving students fast access to
the Internet. ADSL is a technology that can keep up with the pace and many other
applications a reality over existing phone lines into millions of schools, homes, and
offices worldwide. With the high-speed bandwidth that ADSL delivers, no one needs to
be left out of the data communications loop, or the resources of the Internet.
ADSL is an exciting new technology that could bring Ethernet speeds to home
computers in the very near future. The A (Asymmetric) represents different upstream
and downstream rates, ADSL delivers super-fast rates of 32 kbps to 8.192Mbps
downstream to the customer and 32 kbps to 1.088 Mbps upstream to the network while
simultaneously providing phone service on the same standard phone line. The
tremendous advantage of this technology is the use of existing copper lines to implement
these speeds. With ADSL technology homes will no longer be isolated from the rest of
the world since they will be integrated into the flow of information.
ADSL will play a crucial role over the next ten or more years as telephone
companies enter new markets for delivering information in video and multimedia
formats. New broadband cabling will take decades to reach all prospective subscribers.
But success of these new services will depend upon reaching as many subscribers as
possible during the first few years. By bringing movies, television, video catalogs,
remote CD-ROMs, corporate LANs, and the Internet into homes and small businesses,
ADSL will make these markets viable and profitable, for telephone companies and
application suppliers alike. [ADSL Forum]
The Need for Speed:
The need for speed is certainly the first thing that comes to mind when the
Internet or remote access are discussed. A product technology debate over the best way
to deliver that speed is an inevitable: ADSL or cable modems, or ISDN, or dialup. Since
there are more options today than ever before, why should ADSL be used?
ADSL is a perfect fit for Internet and remote LAN access as a product technology
because of the comprehensive set of features it offers. ADSL technology leverages the
best of the modem and networking worlds to connect the user to the network. ADSL has
been designed from the ground up as a platform to offer a wide variety of data services.
It is not just a bandwidth solution for the next year, it is an enabler of applications that
will transform the Internet and enterprise networks themselves. It is in much the same
way that real time access to information across the corporate LAN has changed the
business landscape forever, real time access to information remotely over ADSL will
change the way we connect to the business and Internet forever as well.
This paper will attempt an in depth research and understanding about ADSL
technology, and answer the question about whether or not ADSL will be an appropriate
technology for home networking in the near future. There are some basic questions that
can be asked, presented and resolved, while there are many other topics that can only be
speculated. It is an attempt to understand a technology that doesn't currently exist on a
large scale. It is no longer of having a PC at home; it is the issue of how this PC will be
connected to the network and at what speed and price.
3. Overview and requirements:
3.1 The need for communication:
Human communication technologies have evolved over the years from the
primitive and simple to the complex and sophistication, keeping pace with the evolution
of human development. Communication technologies are so important to the success of
day-to-day human interaction that perhaps communication technologies have provided
the pace of human development and may be the foundation upon which rest the
achievements of humankind. [Busby, p3]
Communications technology and transmission systems are keeping pace with the
evolving social and political environments. Modern society has come to depend upon
communications and transmission technology for a wide range of business, personal, and
governmental services. Low-speed and high-speed data communications, audio, video,
wireless, personal communications, and Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) are some
of the communications services that are important to the daily conduct of human affairs.
3.2 Current Problems:
The telephone lines in existence today connect the entire world together in one
giant communications network. These telephone lines seem like they would be a logical
choice for a connection to the Internet for anyone with telephone access in the world. The
problem is the physical line itself. The twisted-pair copper line was developed in the
previous century and is not adequate for the increasing amounts of data that need to be
transmitted over the Internet. Other technologies such as fiber and coax will be costly and
time consuming to implement, and will not be available for years to come. In the mean
time, it is necessary to develop a technology to increase the speed of data transmission on
the existing POTS.
Since the majority of Internet traffic is one directional (data in the form of
graphics and web pages being transmitted to a user), a technology could be used for this
one directional flow of data. There must be an allowance for some transmission in the
other direction (TCP/IP requests, responses, etc.), but the majority of the traffic can be
assumed to be in one direction. This was the driving principle behind Asynchronous
Digital Subscriber Line, or ADSL. ADSL is designed for high-speed downstream
transmission, with moderate speeds for upstream transmission. This is one possible




The concept ofADSL was originally conceived by Bellcore in 1989. Telephone
companies were interested in Video on Demand (VoD) technology as an additional
source of revenue. VoD would send video over existing phone lines for entertainment, an
alternative to video rental. The original designers ofADSL realized that the transmission
would be mostly asynchronous (video data being sent to the user). By taking advantage
of the asynchronous nature of this signal, they could achieve higher throughput of a
signal. [ADSL Forum]
Telephone companies eventually lost interest in using ADSL for Video on
Demand. The cable TV industry and movie rentals had the majority of the market share,
and market analysis showed little consumer interest in receiving video over the telephone
lines. By this time, however, a new technology had developed which would require high
speed access over existing telephone lines. The Internet, and specifically theWorld Wide
Web, was quickly becoming a part of everyday life. As theWorld WideWeb grows and
evolves, theWeb design becomes more complex. Graphics, diagrams, animation and
sound are becoming common on many websites. All of these features result in larger
pages to download from the Internet. The need shifted to faster Internet access.
Several options were proposed for this access. FTTC (Fiber to the Curb), FTTN
(Fiber to the Node), FTTH ( Fiber to the House), and HFC (Hybrid Fiber Coax). All of
these implementations were based on replacing existing telephone lines with more
higher- speed lines. These options were considered unprofitable in the short term due to
the large overhead of installing new telephone lines. ADSL had been designed to give
high-speed access on these existing telephone lines. [Orckit Communications]
3.3.2What is ADSL?
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) delivers a range of data
communications speeds. Downstream (Network to user) speeds can reach up to 8 Mbps,
and upstream (User to network) speeds can reach up to 1 Mbps. ADSL is commonly
referred to as Full-rate ADSL because of its high-speed capabilities and because of a new
version ofADSL called G.Lite, which will be discussed later in this section. ADSL
distinguishes itself from other forms ofDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) by its use of POTS
(Plain Old Telephone Systems) splitter. The splitter allows existing analog voice and
data services to coexist on the same line as the one used for high-speed data service.
POTS splitters are filters used at each end of the local loop to split the data traffic
between low-frequency voice communications and high-frequency data communications.
Because ADSL shares the same line used for POTS service, you can convert an
existing POTS line to an ADSL line, which makes it an attractive option for the
residential and small business market. Like all other DSL members, ADSL is distance
sensitive. The longer the distance between your premises and the CO (Central Office),
the lower your speed options. Table 1 shows the maximum downstream speeds based on
selected distances and wire gauges.
Downstream Speed Distance (ft) Wire Gauge Wire Size (mm) Upstream Speed
1.5 Mbps 18,000 ft 24AWG 0.5 mm 32 Kbps
2 Mbps 16,000 ft 26AWG 0.4 mm 320 Kbps
6Mbps 12,000 ft 24AWG 0.5 mm 640 Kbps
8 Mbps 9,000 ft 26AWG 0.4 mm 1.0 Mbps
Table 1: ADSL Speeds and Distances
Unlike its acronym it doesn't really refer to a line, but the modems that convert a
line into a high-speed digital pipe. The modem technology converts the copper twisted
pair telephone lines, just before it enters your home, into access paths formultimedia and
high-speed communication. The rates ofADSL transform the existing information
network from one limited to voice, text and low resolution graphics to a powerful,
ubiquitous system capable of bringing multimedia, including full motion video, to
everyone's home this century. [ADSL Forum]
3.3.3 Another ADSL, the GXite or UADSL (Universal ADSL):
Universal ADSL is focused on providing amass-market version ofADSL, which
is interoperable with full rate ADSL, but with fewer complexities and less overall
requirements at a tradeoff for speed. The speeds being targeted for UADSL are up to 1.5
Mbps downstream and up to 512 Kbps upstream. The solution ofG.Lite is intended to
reduce the need for a splitter box installed outside the home or new wiring in the home.
G.Lite will enable plug-and-play and PC integrated solutions.
Universal ADSL allows for a very simple installation process. It is anticipated
that consumers will obtain G.Lite service via web-based interfaces and qualification
procedures or via newly purchased PCs with auto-install wizards. Also, users may simply
need only to call an Internet service provider who offers ADSL in the user's geographic
area and sign up for the service. The service supplier will verify that they are in a
supported area, validate the quality and capability of the specific loop and appropriately
provision the central office equipment. The end usermay purchase a modem from a local
retailer and self install the equipment or buy a pre-configured PC. [Orckit
Communications]
The significance ofUniversal ADSL is that will facilitate a single, common
solution for mass-market high-speed network access. A single solution will drive down
the costs of both CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) and CO's equipment, and
simplify the integration of install wizards in software and modems in PCs. Since this will
become a global standard, the impact of global manufacturing scale will improve the
economics and accelerate price decreases. Also, focusing global technical resources on a
standard implementation will increase the development of advanced solutions. The
overall result will be simplified installation in both the customer premises and the serving
office allowing faster, more widespread deployment, and more economical service
offerings.
3.3.4Why ADSL?
Copper wire and bandwidth, faster faxes, faster Internet access, video-on-demand,
multimedia, distance learning, virtual theaters, and cyber-cinemas. Virtually every
homeowner and most businesses from now on referred to as users, have four copper
wires running from their home/business to a local telephone company switching office or
the central office.
An inexpensive technology that can utilize the current infrastructure with
minimum modification and deliver good quality data at the speeds necessary for the
applications in demand is much needed; ADSL is that inexpensive technology.
Competition between telecommunications service providers, Internet Service providers
(ISPs), and cable TV companies drives the race to add ADSL technology to
telecommunications service provider's infrastructure.
It is estimated that 650 million dial-up telephone lines are currently installed
around the world. Of the 650 million, 50 million are fiber and the 600 million are copper.
By the beginning of next century, there will be an estimated 700 million dial-up lines.
Each of these dial-up connections represents a potential customer for the Internet,
multimedia, and video services using ADSL technology. [Wilson]
Previously, for a user to have multimedia services, expensive technologies were
required to get the information from the service provider to the user's facility. ADSL
equipment manufacturers are predicting that users will be able to have multimedia
services for little more than the cost of a cable TV hook-up without running any
additional cabling to the home or business, all what the user will need is a set-top box,
similar to an analog modem.
3.4 Enhancing copper technology:
Copper the root ofADSL economy and speed will be revived and enhanced by
the new technology. The progression and implementation of ADSL has made it
promising not only for TV broadcast, high speed data applications, and high speed
Internet access but also to copper lines which before the rise ofADSL were on the verge
of eviction and replaced by the fiber and coax.
Bigger copper pipes and smaller bills are big benefits ADSL technology offers.
ADSL is the copper pipe dream, and because copper is cheap the cost of charges over a
copper medium will be much cheaper than fiber or coax once the technology stabilizes
and the cost of modems goes down.
Because ADSL uses copper as its medium, will enables reliable services that will not
interfere with telephone service in case of power outages. If the power is out, so are
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ISDN lines and cable modems. Although high-speed ADSL won't be available during
outages, the line can still be used for analog transmissions.
The number of copper telephone lines already in existence compared to the number
of fiber and coax lines expected to be in existence up to the year 2000. According to the
chart below (Figure 1) done by Independent Editions, it is obvious that copper lines will
dominate the telecommunication industry well into the
21st
century, and ADSL will be
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Figure 1: Copper vs. Fiber/Coax lines
3.5 The client end and requirements ofADSL:
ADSL service ultimately connects your computer or local area network to the Internet
or another network. What stands between you and this connection is the Customer
Premises Equipment (CPE). The type of CPE you use as part of yourADSL service
plays an integral role in defining what you can do and can't do with your Internet
connection. ADSL service is sold as a complete package that includes the ADSL service,
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Internet access, and CPE. ADSL providers take this approach because they must ensure
that equipment installed at customer's site works well with their DSLAM (DSL Access
Multiplexer equipment at the Central Office. [Goralski, p31 1]
There are two configurations of the ADSL connection at the client end: The single-
user and the multi-user solutions:
3.5.1 Single-user solution:
Single computer connection using ADSL connection consists of the following:
1 . PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) adapter card modems
2. USB (Universal Serial Bus) modems
3. Bridges
These single-user solutions are usually offered with dynamic IP Internet access
from the ISP. This means that the IP address changes depending on the lease times
established by the ISP. Most of these single-user CPE options can be modified using
proxy server software or Ethernet-to-Ethernet routers to enable multiple computers to
share the connection. Both the PCI adapter cards and the USB modem are single-
computer solutions useMicrosoftWindows (95, 98, and NT) dial-up networking to make
connections because they use the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). Although, the bridge
option uses the Ethernet interface to connect to a computer, it connects to a computer
through a network interface card, which supports only a single computer. The bridge
operates like its multi-user LAN counterpart, the bridge supports data coming from only a
12
single computer, this type ofADSL bridge recognizes data traffic coming from only a
specific network adapter card, the one it's connected to. Adding this restriction to a
bridge will prohibit sharing the ADSL connection across multiple computers. [Net
Carriers]
The ADSL PCI adapter card modems are designed as a low-cost solution. These
modems insert into a PCI slot and combine the Ethernet interface to your PC with ADSL
functions. From the PC's perspective, the ADSLmodem appears as a network interface
card (NIC). An ADSL NIC plugs into a PCI slot, eliminating the need for an external
modem, The ADSL line connects directly to the card, and these cards are plug-and-play
compatible to make installation easy. The Cisco 605 PCI ADSL modem in Figure 2 is an
example of PCI ADSL modem.
jrjwin
r
Figure 2: Cisco 605 PCI ADSL modem
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Interoperability is important in driving down the cost of the ADSL CPE. Over
time, standards will emerge across ADSL standards, which will enable customers to buy
CPE from any vendor. In the current environment, ADSL providers control the
deployment of CPE to ensure that it works with theirDSLAM (Digital Subscriber Line
AccessMultiplexer) equipment. Currently, a growing number ofADSL CPE vendors
have interoperability agreements with different DSLAM vendors. The Universal ADSL
(UADSL), the G.Lite standard, will over time enable ADSL customers to buy their own
CPE in the computer retail channel in the same way that analog modems are sold.
3.5.2 Multi-user solution:
The most popular ADSL-to-LAN interface is the Ethernet. CPE devices that use
the Ethernet interface include bridges and routers. These CPEs connect to a LAN
through a hub or a switch using standard lOBase-T cabling. The ADSL LAN modem
connects to a hub, which makes the ADSL service available to all computers connected
to the hub or the switch. Many LAN modems available today are devices that
incorporate bridge capabilities as well as some router capabilities. However, most of
these modems don't support as many users as routers. [Net Carrier]
3.5.3 Getting wired for ADSL:
POTS andADSL service use the standard telephone wiring, which consists of
single 4-wire cable that allows for two lines. Inside wiring from the outside termination
to your location where you plan to use the services could be done by the installer of your
ADSL line from either ILEC (Competitive Local Exchange Carrier) or CLEC (Incumbent
Local Exchange Carrier). ADSL service is handled differently than traditional wiring as
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the installation of the service typically involves a certain specified amount of additional
inside wiring to bring the line to the location. Most ADSL deployments enable you to
share the same line for both POTS and ADSL service through the use of a POTS splitter.
A splitter, which is installed by the provider, separates the POTS channel from the high
speed ADSL channel. ADSL typically uses POTS splitter that connects to the line from
the ADSL CPE. A graphical illustration of how ADSL connection is implemented from
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Figure 3: ADSL connection to the CO
3.5.4 Wire qualifications:
ADSL service requires a high-quality wire with minimal interference. But the copper
wiring has been added to the PSTN (Public Switched telephone Network) since 1875,
which means the quality of local loops across the PSTN varies. Even if an ADSL
provider says your premises are within the distance range for ADSL service, you will not
know you can get the service until the local loop is qualified. [Kegel]
15
A Loop qualification is the process to determine whether a specific copper pair will
support ADSL. The process starts with a screening in which by providing your 10 digits
phone number for the location where services is needed. COs have their own addresses,
which are the first six digits of the phone number, the area code and exchange office
code. This process verifies whether the central office has a DSLAM installed. Adding
the specific address of the premises where service to be installed defines the approximate
loop length between premises and the CO. If the loop length is 18,000 feet or less, then
service is available in the area. However, the capabilities of delivering the service can
ultimately be determined only by an on-site testing of the local loop at the premises.
Also, a variety of factors determine whether a local loop can support ADSL, including
the following:
1 . DSLAM used at the CO: Different DSLAMs supporting different ADSL
technologies have which different capabilities.
2. Local LoopWire: Many are 24 or 26 AWG (AmericanWire Gauge). The
AWG measures the thickness of the copper wiring. The thicker the wire, the
less resistance it has for signals traveling over it. The thicker the copper
wiring, the longer the distance that ADSL service can be delivered.
3. Loading Coils: Whether loading coils have been placed on the loop to
improve voice quality on longer loops. If the local loop has any loading coils,
they must be removed because they affect the use ofADSL.
4. Bridge Tap: If a bridge tap has been added to the local loop, which is an
extension to a local loop generally used to attach a remote user to a central
16
office without having to run a new pair of wires all the way back. Bridge taps
are compatible with POTS, but severely limit the speed ofADSL services.
3.6 The Telecom side ofADSL:
ADSL service is a data communications service that operates in the heart of the
telecommunications network of the central offices and local loops but uses them
differently than the way they're used for voice communications. The COs and local
loops become the gateway to a data communications network as well as the voice
communications network. The PSTN is a wide area network on a global scale, where just
about every business and home connects to this network through twisted-pair copper
wires, which carry both voice and data communications.
3.6.1 Central office and Local loops:
The central office (CO) is the front line of the telecommunications network or the
network node on the PSTN. All local loops from every home and business terminate at
the CO that services a specific geographic area, the local loop is the connection between a
customer's premises and the CO.
The United States has more than 19,000 CO's, that terminate more than 200
million local loops. Large metropolitan areas typically have a number ofCOs, which can
be in an entire building or a room in a city building. Local loops connect customer
premises to the PSTN through CO.
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At the CO, local loops terminate at theMain Distribution Frame (MDF), which is
the wiring center for local loops. The wiring from theMDF is connected to the DSLAM
and PSTN switch. The DSLAM at the CO consolidates data traffic from individual
ADSL connections onto large high-capacity backbone networks that connect to ISPs or
corporate networks. It is the platform for the ADSL aggregation as well as the gateway
for IP routing, switching, and virtual private networking.
When a CLEC or an ILEC sets up DSLAM devices at a given CO, they make
ADSL service available to the area serviced by that CO. CLECs and ILECs choose COs
that service large concentrations of potential ADSL customers. A DSLAM splits
ADSL's digital signal away from the analog voice service and routes the voice traffic to
the PSTN. This function is handled by a device called POTS splitter. A POTS splitter
installed at the customer's premises also to split the data and voice there. A graphical
representation of the connection between customer premises and the CO using the

































3.6.2 DLCs the extended reach of the CO:
Digital Loop Carriers (DLC) extend the reach of telecommunications services
from the CO. DLCs are typically used in office parks and housing developments to
minimize the need to run local loops over several miles to the CO servicing the area.
Instead, local loops for cluster of homes or businesses terminate at a remote terminal,
which concentrates the traffic onto a higher bandwidth line for delivery to the CO.
By terminating loops at the DLC remote terminal reduces the effective length of
the local loop and improve the reliability of the service. This architecture solved many
problems for POTS, but it causes problems for the delivery ofADSL services. The major
problem with the DLCs is the back end of the network from the DLC to the CO, which
uses fiber. Unfortunately, ADSL cannot travel over fiber. Therefore, the DSLAM must
be in the DLC, and DLCs were not designed for this. Remote DSLAM solutions, remote
access multiplexer, and ADSL line-card solutions are available solutions. A detailed
description about these solutions and their differences will be later on discussed in
different section of this paper.
Deploying the solutions for the DLCs was a critical issue because some DLEC
territories, DLCs can carry almost 50 percent of the traffic. However, DLCs cover 25
percent of the local loops in the US. So, in order to make the service a ubiquitous one,
the DLC last mile problem had to be solved. A DLC illustration is shown in figure 5
below. [ADSL Forum]
19
Figure 5: DLC Illustration.
4.0 Technical Overview:
ADSL converts existing twisted-pair telephone lines into access paths for
multimedia and high-speed data communications. ADSL transmits up to 9 Mbps to a
subscriber (downstream) and as much as 1 Mbps more in both directions (upstream).
Such rates expand existing access capacity by a factor of 50 or more without new cabling.
ADSL can literally transform the existing public information network from one limited to
voice, text and low resolution graphics to a powerful, ubiquitous system capable of
bringing multimedia, including full motion video to everyone's home this century. [Starr,
p41]
An ADSL circuit connects an ADSL modem on each end of a twisted-pair
telephone line, creating three information channels: A high-speed downstream channel, a
medium speed duplex channel, and POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service). ADSL
depends on advanced digital signal processing and creative algorithms to pass so much
information through twisted-pair telephone lines. In addition, many advances have been
20
required in transformers, analog filters, and Analog/Digital converters. On the outside,
ADSL appears as simple transparent synchronous data pipes at various data rates over
ordinary telephone lines. On the inside, where all transistors work, there is a miracle of
modern technology.
Several features ofADSL are quite important. First, the provision is made to
support analog voice service designated plain old telephone service or (POTS). A special
splitter device carries the 4 kHz analog channel between the switch to premises below the
digital bandwidth on the ADSL link.
Second, many services are envisioned for ADSL systems, including digital
broadcast and broadband services (Internet Access and Video), as well as network
management. All of these services are accessed outside the normal central office (CO) or
local exchange (LE) switch, which solves the trunking and switch congestion problems.
A number ofADSL links are serviced by a single ADSL access node in the central office.


























Figure 6: ADSL Architecture (Source ADSL Forum)
The acronyms in the figure mean the following:
ATU-C: ADSL Transmission Unit, CO side
ATU-R: ADSL Transmission Unit, Remote side
B: Auxiliary data input (e.g. set top box)
DSLAM: DSL Access Multiplexer
POTS-C: Interface between PSTN and splitter, CO side
POTS-R: Interface between PSTN and splitter, Remote side
T-SM: T-interface for Service Module
T: May be internal to SM or ATU-R
U-C: U interface, CO side
U-C2: U interface, CO side from splitter to ATU-C
U-R: U interface, Remote side
U-R2: U interface, Remote side from splitter to ATU-R
Va: V interface, Access Node side from ATU-C to Access Node
Vc: V interface, CO side from Access Node to network service
The interfaces listed in the ADSL architecture in figure 6 could be confusing.
The B interface is straightforward and just indicates a possible auxiliary input. The
T-
SM interface between the ATU-R and ServiceModule (everything else besides the
ATU-R itself) might be the same as the T interface in some cases, especially if the
service module is integrated into the ATU-R. If the T-SM interface does exist, it can be
more than one per ATU-R and more than one type per ATU-R. For example, an ATU-R
might have both lOBase-T Ethernet and V.35 connectors. Likewise, the T interface
22
between premises distribution network and terminal equipment might also be absent if
the terminal equipment is integrated with the ATU-R in some fashion. [Goralski, pi75]
The various U interfaces might not exist. If the splitter is made an integral part of
the ATU devices, or the splitter disappears as in the new technology ofUADSL G.Lite,
which does not use splitter as explained before and will be explained more in this paper.
The V interfaces might be logical rather than physical, which is especially true of the Va
interface if the DSLAM or ADSL access node performs some concentrating or switching
tasks. The Vc interface to the service networks is physical, which allows this interface to
take a variety of forms appropriate for TCP/IP, ATM, or other service networks.
4.1 ADSL System Reference Model:
The ADSL reference model consists mainly of two sections, ATU-C reference
model and ATU-R reference model, and the framing structure.
4.1.1 ATU-C ReferenceModel:
In the ATU-C, up to seven channels are defined at the V interface between the
ATU-C and a carrier's transport network. These are labeled ASO through AS3 and LSO











































Figure 7: ATU-C reference model
The AS-x channels are unidirectional simplex channels, while the LS-x channels
are duplex. A particular implementation of the V interface may enable from one to all
seven of these channels. The simplex channels are used to support downstream
communications. Typically, the duplex channels are used to support upstream
communications. Following from the V interface through the ATU-C to its output on the
line at the U interface the following activities occur:
1 . Pacing the channel on one of the two "latency
paths"
supported on the ADSL
interface
2. Creation of cyclic redundancy codes (CRC) and error correction codes for the
data.
3. Assembly of the data into an ADSL physical layer frame and superframe
structures.
4. Encoding into the multiple tones of the DMT signal.
5. Analog output on the copper twisted pair.
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Within the ATU-C, two latency paths are supported for the data: a fast and an
interleaved path, which both will be discussed later in the framing structure. In a
particular configuration, a channel may be assigned to either one of the two paths. The
interleaved path supports an interleaved error correction, while the fast path does not
support interleaving. The greater resistance to error in the interleave path is meant to
support applications that are sensitive to degradation due to errors induced by line noise
but are relatively tolerant to increased latency. Transmission ofMPEG II video data is an
example of such an application. The fast path provides less protection against
transmission errors but less delay. It is meant to transport delay-sensitive applications
such as interactive data.
A pair of modems may configure their communication to use either one or both of
these paths. For example, a system implementing interactive video programming might
place the ASO downstream bearer path in the interleaved path, while placing the LSO
duplex channel in the fast path. The ASO channel would carry theMPEG data stream,
while the other path would be used for the user interactive control data for the video
system.
Although, four downstream simplex and three upstream duplex bearer channels
are defined, in any particular configuration of ATU-C only some of them may be used.
For example, in the example mentioned above, only ASO and LSO channels are
configured for the connection. The available bandwidth for the ADSL link is allocated
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among the channels configured. Each channel can be allocated bandwidth in units of 32
Kbps up to the maximum bandwidth available for upstream or downstream
communication on the ADSL link.
The channels supported over the two paths are combined into a physical layer
frame and superframe structure. A frame is generated every 250 microseconds (there are
4000 in each second) and contains data bytes for all channels that are implemented over a
connection. Channels carried over the fast latency path are placed in the frame before
those sent over the interleaved path. Each frame is encoded in DMT (Discrete Multi-
Tone) as a single DMT symbol; that is, the entire frame is encoded at one time across all
the tones supported. Thus, the size of a frame in bytes is a function of the line rate that is
currently supported by connection between the two modems. A faster adapted rate will
support larger frames than a slower one. Sixty-seven frames make up a super frame,
which is terminated by a synchronization symbol. [Starr, p371]
4.1.2 ATU-R referenceModel:
The ATU-R is similar to the ATU-C. However at the T interface the AS-x
simplex channels are all receive only (at the ATU-C they are send only). They constitute
the downstream channels while the duplex LS-x interfaces can be configured to define
the upstream only channels. Since the upstream bandwidth has a lower maximum
(640Kbps) than the downstream channel (8000 Kbps), only the three duplex channels are
multiplexed in the frame for transmission on the ATU-R U interface. Like the ATU-C,
both an interleaved and fast buffer are supported. These buffers are discussed in more
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Figure 8: ATU-R reference model
4.2 ADSL Framing:
An ADSL frame's length is determined by the adapted bit rate of the interface.
DMT symbols are encoded at the rate of 4000 baud that is one complete transition every
250 microseconds. The actual amount of data that can be encoded in one transition is a
function of line condition. Depending on the line conditions found at initialization, the
number of tones supported and the amount of data encoded in each tone will vary. Tones
that are in noisy areas of the spectrum are suppressed, and the complexity of symbols
encoded in each tone will be set to optimize transition to the particular line conditions.
One frame contains the data that can be transmitted over the DMT interface as one
symbol, which is at one time. Each frame contains data from both the fast data buffer
and the interleaved data buffer as well as overhead bits used for error correction and
administration management of the ADSL link. Since the frame length is related directly
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to how data is encoded using DMT, there is no need for a delimiter indicating the
beginning or end of a frame. An ADSL frame is illustrated in figure 9, which explains
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Figure 9: ADSL superframe structure
The ADSL superframe is shown above, where each ADSL superframe is made up
of 68 ADSL frames followed by a synchronization symbol, which delimits the
superframe. Since the length of the frame is a function of the particular configuration of
the ADSLU interface, the length of the superframe is also variable based upon
configuration of the link.
The data in the fast buffer is inserted in the first part of the frame. The first byte
is the "fast
byte"
and contains either overhead or synchronization information. The data
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bytes from the fast buffer are inserted following the fast byte. The bytes for each bearer
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Figure 10: ADSL fast data buffer
The interleaved buffer is inserted in the frame after the fast buffer data. It is first
assembled in a format identical to the fast frame, as shown in figure 1 1 below:
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Figure 11: ADSL Interleaved data buffer
Like the fast frame, the amount of data for each bearer channel allocated to the
interleave path is spread proportionally to the proportion of the bandwidth of the bearer
channel to the total bandwidth of the ADSL link. [Starr, p375-77]
4.3 ADSL interface operations:
The ADSL interface supports three methods for exchanging physical layer
operational information between the ATU-C and the ATU-R:
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1 . The Embedded Operations Channel (EOC).
2. The ADSL Overhead Control (AOC).
3. The indicator bits.
The embedded operations channel supports the reading and writing of registers
containing operational information on the ATU-R from the ATU-C. Registers have been
defined to allow access to the fields containing the identification of the ATU-R including
vendor, model and serial number, current configuration of the ATU-R, self-test results,
current line attenuation, and signal-to-noise-ratio margin. Several registers are devoted to
vendor defined fields, which can either be read or written via the EOC. The ATU-R can
send the ATU-C a dying gasp message over the EOC when the ATU-R is powered down.
The EOC is implemented by using bits in the fast byte of frames 2 through 32 and
36 through 67 of a superframe. The EOC frame is made up of 13 bits, 5-bit header, and
8-bit payload. One EOC frame can be sent in every two ADSL frames. The payload can
either contain a byte of data or a command to the other end. Except for the dying gasp
message sent by the ATU-R mentioned before, all commands are sent by the ATU-C to
the ATU-R. The ATU-R may respond to the command with a reply containing data from
a register.
The ADSL overhead control has a similar structure to the EOC. It is used to carry
real-time information to reconfigure the ADSL link should line conditions change. It is
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carried in bits in the synchronization bytes in the interleave section of the ADSL frame.
An AOC frame is 13 bits long and contains a 5-bit command and 8 bits of data.
The indicator bits (23 bits) are carried in the fast bytes of the fast portion of the
ADSL frame. Each bit serves as an indicator to the receiving modem of some aspect of
the state its peer at the other end of the link. Indicator bits are set when conditions such
as transmission errors or loss of signal are detected at the far end of the ADSL link.
4.4 ADSL Initialization Process:
The ADSL initialization process allows the ATU-C and ATU-R to establish their
communications. The process allows the two modems to identify themselves to each
other, determine line conditions available to support communications, exchange
parameters that define the request connection, allocate resources, and begin normal
communications. The process is divided into four segments:
1. Activation and Acknowledgment: The ATU-R begins the initialization
process by transmitting the appropriate tones to the ATU-C. When this
segment of initialization is complete, the ATU-R and ATU-C have negotiated
the timing method used between them and have determined which device is
the master. At the end of the procedure, the ATU-R and the ATU-C are in a
state capable of analyzing the line conditions.
2. Transceiver Training: During this process, the ATU-R and the ATU-C send
signals that allow their partner to determine line conditions and adjust the
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equalization of their transceivers. Transceiver training also determines if
ADSL is operating in FDM (Frequency DivisionMultiplexing) or ECH (Echo
Cancellation) mode.
3. Channel Analysis: The modems exchange information on the upstream and
downstream bearer channels required for the connection, the latency paths
they will be placed in, and the bandwidths for each channel requested.
Information about specific features supported or requested is also exchanged.
The modems then perform tests that determine the loop quality and signal-to-
noise ratio for each 4 kHz DMT tone.
4. Exchange: Having gathered the information about the quality of the
connection and the requested configuration, the modems configure themselves
and exchange information about their configuration. The specific bandwidth
allocated to the requested bearer channels is assigned, the specific DMT tones
and the amount of data encoded in each tone are determined and assigned.
The connection is tested in both directions after which each modem notifies its
peer that it is ready to enter normal communications. [Starr, p378]
4.5 ADSL Networking Essentials:
In the simplest version ofADSL architecture that has been described in the
previous section of this chapter, customers would essentially need only a new ADSL
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modem. This device would have ordinary RJ-1 1 jacks that would support the existing
analog telephone in the home office/small office (SOHO). Other ports, perhaps
10BASE-T Ethernet would link to PCs or TV set-top boxes for a variety of services, such
as high-speed Internet access or video on demand. As mentioned in the overview a
splitter separates the POTS service from the digital services. In many cases, additional
premises wiring may need to be run, but this belongs to the owner of the premises and
that is applied in both the United States and other countries deployments.
In the Central Office (CO), the analog voice service is passed to the CO voice
switch with another splitter arrangement. The ADSL local loops now terminate in an
ADSL access node instead of leading directly to the CO switch. The access node which
is the DSL Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) explained previously multiplexes many ADSL
lines together. On the back end of the DSLAM, links to TCP/IP routers or ATM
switches. These switches and routers enable users to access the services they need. In
some cases, these services may also be housed in the CO, either provided by the Local
Exchange Carrier (LEC) or ISP. Typically, access to these services may be either
through TCP/LP or ATM, which ADSL allows for both. These services would include
Internet access, corporate Intranet, and video-on-demand. [Goralski, pi77]
5.0 ADSL Transitioning andMigration:
This section of the paper will describes network migration options from different
technologies to ADSL, identifying the key issues associated with each option. Also,
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Choosing the right ADSL solution for DLC (Digital Loop Carrier) served customers, and
an in-depth look at G.Lite technology, the consumer installable ADSL.
5.1 AnalogModem to ADSL Modem:
The nice thing about customers using analog modems is that they are fairly
familiar with the technology. Much of the ADSL marketing strategy emphasizes ADSL
devices as just a new type ofmodem. Because most early ADSL services are expected to
be nothing than faster Internet access, there is a natural attraction and real incentive to
perform this migration.
The starting network scenario for this migration is, a customer is provided with
Internet access via POTS analog connection. Through the use of voice-band analog
modems, a maximum bandwidth of 33 kbits exists or possibly 56 kbits with the latest
generation of voice-band modems, where this connection limits the Internet services that
can be provided.
Figure 12: Internet Access via Voice-band Modem
The target network scenario for this migration is, a customer is provided with
Internet access via an ADSL modem connection. Through the use ofADSL modems it is
possible to provide a wide-range of both asymmetric and symmetric bandwidths that can
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deliver today's Internet services, plus provide an evolutionary path to future, bandwidth
intensive services. The ADSL central office card could be connected to the Internet
backbone and ISPs via either DSLAM or Ethernet switch and router.
1.5 to 8Mbit/s
9.6 to 1 Mbit/s
Figure 13: Internet Access via ADSL
The major driver of such a migration is that, the majority ofmass-market
residential access to the Internet is provided by analog voice-band modems operating
with a maximum data rate of 56 kbps. With the evolution ofWorld Wide Web (WWW),
a graphic-rich Internet service, bandwidth speed at both access points client and server
have become a bottleneck.
From the Telecos perspective, the principal driver is to satisfy the need for high
speed Internet access that should eliminate the largest frustration associated with Internet
access, the slow downstream transfer of graphical images from the server to the client.
Also, by implementing ADSL, the telecos are looking to move the Internet traffic,
characterized by long holding times, off of the voice network which usually has short
holding times. Many of the switches now carrying Internet traffic to the ISPs have been
setup with relatively high-ratio concentration stages and must be modified to reduce the
concentration ratio to serve the increasing percentage of Internet traffic. ADSL
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deployment effectively moves this traffic from the voice network and places it on the
more efficient packet or ATM network. [ADSL Forum]
5.2 From ISDN to ADSL:
Throughout the 1990's, users who have been especially sensitive to analog
modem limitations for Internet access such as Internet site designers and other
networking personnel working from home have employed ISDN lines where available in
an attempt to speed up their Internet access.
Many Telecos are selling Internet access based upon basic rate ISDN. This can
provide the customer with a data rate of around 128 Kbps. The driver for the Telecos
was initially to satisfy the thirst for bandwidth using ISDN as a mature established
technology. The desire for the Telecos to offer an ADSL based Internet access upgrade
from ISDN is mainly driven by the fear of competition from cable modems. Many cable
modem vendors are marketing their products as faster than ISDN. The expectation from
Telecos is that they could equal or better this competition by exploiting the higher data
rates possible with ADSL. The main issue from Telecos perspective is how to evolve a
customer from ISDN to ADSL based Internet access with minimal cost and
inconvenience to both Telecos and customer. One factor that helps smooth this transition
is the fact that if a line has been conditioned already for ISDN such as removing the
loading coils, then this aspect of deployment effort doesn't need to be repeated for
ADSL.
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The option to provide the same customer interface on ISDN and ADSL would
enable a simple upgrade by replacing the ISDN NT1 with a remote ADSL unit that could
physically plug into the existing CPE. The most obvious choice for a common interface
is lOBaseT. This option may only be viable if the Telecos is already providing ISDN
with this interface or the customer is using an ISDN terminal adapter that provides this
interface to the CPE. Many Telecos provide the standard S-interface or an RS232
interface for onward connection to the CPE (PC or terminal adapter). This option would
only solve the physical connection issue, which may be sufficient for an Internet-only
service upgrade. However, since ISDN is a dial up service, the impact on ADSL of
signaling issues for other CPE applications compatibility such as
videoconferencing/telephony would have to be examined. A graphical illustration of
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Figure 14: Same customer interface on ISDN and ADSL
5.3 Future Migration from ADSL to VDSL:
In the next 10 or 20 years, it may be common for the public network to include
fiber feeder systems, or to offer widely used ATM services that consist ofmany SOHO
(Small Office/Home Office) users. Such a network will be common in the near future as
end device computing power continues to grow. Naturally, applications will demand
more and more bandwidth, as they always have. Internal network computers and
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applications must keep up with the demand placed on the network by user computers and
applications. For this reason VDSL (Very-high Digital Subscriber Line), another xDSL
technology, will be discussed more in this paper in another section.
Given these simple network growth factors, VDSL seems as rational as the
progression ofEthernet from 10 Mbps to 100Mbps to 1 Gbps. However, the migration
from 10 Mbps to 100 Mbps took some ten years. The migration from ADSL to VDSL
could take place more rapidly. Furthermore, VDSL speeds of 51.84Mbps align nicely
with ATM speeds, that is exactly the same as the OC-1 (Optical Carrier level 1) SONET
(Synchronous Optical NETwork) interface that can be used for ATM networks. Figure









Figure 15: VDSL based full-service network
In the near future consumers will desire sophisticated and bandwidth-intensive
services that will far outrun the capacity ofADSL transmission systems. A full service
network can provide multiple telephone channels, HDTV, VoD and high-speed data
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services to the subscriber. One method that can be employed to carry this mixture of
services is to use ATM over VDSL, from an access multiplexer to multiple CPEs within
the home. Once again, the existing copper wires of the distribution area are re-used, but
in this case the multiplexer will be sited at a flexibility point in the network, such as street
cabinet or in a basement of high-rise apartment block, where the broadband signal is
transmitted over the existing copper wire. ADSL systems will probably already be
employed in the region and therefore a clear migration path is required to facilitate a
smooth transition to VDSL.
Internet access can be provided using ATM over ADSL; this subject will be
discussed later in this paper. The TCP/IP data is packetized into an ATM cell. When the
xDSL transmission system is upgraded to VDSL a smooth transition can be facilitated.
The access multiplexer and CPEs will have the same interface to the xDSL modems. The
interface chips and multiplexer backplane are flexible enough to support higher speed
transmission, and then it would only be necessary to change the xDSLmodems when
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Figure 16: ATM delivered to customers using ADSL or VDSL
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5.4 ADSL solution for DLC (Digital Loop Carrier) served customers:
Providing ADSL services to remote end users served by the DLC (Digital Loop
Carrier) systems could prove to be one of the most untouched markets today. As demand
for ADSL services continues to rise, according to analysts up to half of new ADSL
deployments will come from service to DLC fed locations. Thirty percent of telephone
subscribers already reside in such locations. These areas are growing much faster than
urban ones and more are becoming home to just the kind of end-user communities ADSL
providers are likely to target. New residential developments populated by families,
telecommuters, branch offices, and business parks, as a result these are significant profits
to be made in the ADSL/DLC arena.
While targeting DLC-served locations for ADSL services may be an easy
decision, choosing the right method of delivering ADSL to these locations is not.
Recently, a number of competing solutions have emerged to meet the ADSL/DLC
challenge. Each has its own set of advantages and disadvantages, but none of them is an
absolutely ideal for every Network Access Provider (NAP). Furthermore, employing a
combination of solutions is not desirable, since this means having to support multiple
element management systems and the heavy task ofmatching solutions with their
corresponding ADSL modems.
A Network Access Provider has to determine the optimal solution for itself by
carefully evaluating each solution and comparing them against its own specific needs.
Such a determination is crucial if the NAP wants to obtain an ADSL/DLC solution that
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will allow it to maximize ADSL service while minimizing costs. Figure 17 is a typical











Figure 17: DLC deployment for POTS services.
As of the date of this research was done, there were three possible solutions for
ADSL/DLC-served customers:
5.4.1 Remote DSLAM Solutions:
Remote DSLAMs are exactly what the name implies. The CO-based DSLAM is
placed inside a cabinet, which can then be installed in the field, typically close to the
existing DLC cabinet. From there, the remote DSLAM negotiates the transmission of
ADSL data traffic between the ADSL CPE modems and aWAN.
Remote DSLAMs are useful for serving large numbers ofADSL subscribers.
They scale easily, usually by adding line cards into a chassis. For example, a typical
remote DSLAM can serve 60 to 100 ADSL lines.
Because element management of a remote DSLAM used in the provisioning and
monitoring ofADSL lines is similar to that of a CO-based DSLAM, it requires no
additional management systems or training for network operations personnel.
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Remote DSLAMs can be used with any DLC system with no impact on POTS service
because remote DSLAMs are independent from the deployed DLC system. The Remote
DSLAM simply splits POTS traffic off and sends it back to the DLC while in its analog
form. An illustration of connection of before and after Remote DSLAM deployment is
shown in figure 18.
Figure 18: Before and After Remote DSLAM deployment
On the other hand, a remote DSLAM can be an expensive solution. Because the
remote DSLAM is external to existing DLC cabinets, installation requires that the
network access provider obtains a right ofway, install the cabinet, power the electronics,
and deploy wiring to and from the existing DLC. As a result, the initial investment in
both time and money is quite significant. Furthermore, in small-line-size DLC
environments where the potential number of subscribers is limited, a remote DSLAM
may never be cost justified.
Remote DSLAMs can also impose significant problems concerning the size and
configuration of cross-connect boxes. Typically, a network access provider places one or
more cross-connect boxes close to the DLC cabinet where all the subscriber tip-ring pairs
are cross-connected to the tip-ring pairs going to the remote terminal cabinet. Because
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ADSL service rides over the same pair of copper wires as POTS service, rerouting at
least some of the pairs is required. Specifically, the pairs carrying ADSL/POTS traffic
must be routed to the remote DSLAM where the POTS and ADSL signals are split. The
POTS traffic must then be routed back to the cross-connect for connection to the DLC
cabinet.
5.4.2 ADSL Line-card Solutions:
ADSL Line-Card solution is the use of line cards that fit into open slots in
existing DLC systems. Line-Card solutions generally take one of two forms. First, the
channel bank is used only formechanical stability and all connections are made through
cables. This type of configuration is typical of legacy DLC systems. In the second, the
line card is an integrated piece of the DLC operation. The ADSL traffic and the voice
traffic share the same backplane, they are aggregated by the system, and may share the
same transport facilities back to the CO. Typically, integrated line-card solutions
represent the approach of newer generation ofDLC systems.
The primary advantage of line-card solutions is that they take advantage of
unused card slots inside the DLC. Also, integrated line-card solutions can virtually
eliminate the need for any cabling or rewiring within the cabinet. Because line-card
solutions use card slots, filling these slots with ADSL line cards impacts the network
access provider's ability to expand other services in the future. Typically, the decision
regarding the size and type ofDLC cabinet deployed was based on a growth plan. Using
a line-card solution that fills up slots with ADSL line cards, therefore impacts the
network access provider's ability to provide additional POTS services. In addition, Line-
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card solutions bring into play a series of administrative, training, and management issues
arising from the need to juggle various incompatible systems.
5.4.3 Remote AccessMultiplexer (RAM) Solution:
A RAM performs much the same functionality as a remote DSLAM, but a RAM
integrates into existing DLC environments without the need for a costly infrastructure
upgrade. RAM, often called pizza boxes because of their small physical size, is designed
primarily for deployment inside DLC cabinets. These types of devices have been used
successfully to add ISDN services in DLC environments.
Like remote DSLAMs, RAMs are independent from DLC systems giving them
the flexibility to work with any DLC system without impacting POTS capacity. This
independence also means that RAMs avoid the problem ofmultiple DLC vendors
associated with line-card solutions.
The RAM is housed inside a DLC cabinet, which avoid the serious cost and
rewire issues. With a RAM, there are no rights ofway, powering, or cross-connect issues
to deal with. Typically, a RAM requires only a minimal amount of cabinet rewiring. A




Figure 19: Typical RAM Deployment
The main issue with RAMs is scalability. Currently RAMs are best suited for
small line sizes, meaning that as more lines are required, more RAMs must be installed
into the cabinet. On a case-by-case basis, the space available in the cabinet will determine
whether or not scalability is an issue. At the date of this research the scalability issue is
being aggressively addressed with newer, compatible RAMs that take advantage of
digital signal processor (DSP) technology to share ADSL transceivers. RAMs succeed in
providing a low-cost solution for extending ADSL services to remote end-users fed by
DLC systems. Their prime advantages are cost-effectiveness and ease of deployment. At
the same time, RAMs provide a universal solution that works with all DLC systems,
which avoid the administrative, training, and management issues inherent in line-card
solutions. [Evans]
As a conclusion for these three ADSL solutions for DLC-served customers, each
of these solutions has its own set of advantages and disadvantages. Remote DSLAMs are
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highly scalable but also present high installation costs. By contrast, line-card solutions are
much more cost-effective, but often introduce serious administration problems and
constrain the DLCs capacity for POTS. Among the three, perhaps RAM solution exhibit
the most promise, combining the strengths of both of the other two solutions, while
minimizing the drawbacks.
5.5 ADSL G.Lite Technology:
The G.Lite version ofADSL is a subset or form ofADSL service. It has also
been referred to as
"splitterless"
ADSL or as Universal ADSL. Until the conclusion of the
recent standard June '99, the Universal ADSLWork Group (UAWG) termed G.Lite
technology as Universal ADSL. The key goal for G.Lite was to develop a technology that
could be easily installed by end users. This refers to G.Lite's promise to allow Telecos to
provision ADSL, and customers to set up G.Lite ADSL connections on their own,
without the delay and expense of a Telecos service visit.
One of the initial driving factors of creating a G.Lite standard was that the
customer-end technology had to be user installable, eliminating a telephone company
installation or truck roll, which expedites and lowers the cost of deployment. The goal is
to eliminate a telephone technician needing to install the POTS splitter as a necessary
piece of customer premises equipment. With this version of service, the G.Lite modem
and the POTS operate together on the same internal home wiring system, allowing the
customer to plug both a telephone and a computer modem into a standard wall telephone
outlet. The G.Lite service, is in contrasts with the original concept where ADSL service
is provided over separate home wiring fed from a centralized POTS splitter, located on
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the telephone line where it enters the home, usually in a NLD (Network Interface Device),
where it also require a new wire from the NLD to the ADSLmodem. For the G.Lite
technology implementation, the telephone and ADSL service are carried out on a









Figure 20: Splitterless Operation ofG.Lite ADSL
5.5.1 ADSL G.Lite Technical Implementation:
In contrast with the original ADSL splitter concept, the G.Lite installation must
cope with a more difficult operating environment, working on the house wiring with a
telephone without the benefits of a POTS splitter. The sharing of the telephone and
ADSL signals on the same in-house wiring that creates the greatest difficulty. The noise
generated from a telephone in the same frequency range, as the ADSL signal can be
disruptive to that signal. Besides, the impedance of a telephone when off-hook may be so
low that it essentially shunts the strength of the ADSL signal. Figure 21 shows
graphically what was explained above about the noise generated from the telephone and


















































Figure 21: Splitterless Theory
The installation of POTS splitter at the entry point where the line comes into the



















































Figure 22: Splitter Theory
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Figure 22 above shows how the issues of noise and impedance are eliminated
with a single POTS splitter installation.
The testing ofADSL and telephone on the same wiring showed that the
disturbance was drastically different depending on the model telephone used. Non-linear
handsets convert voice signals to amodulated high-band signal that results in interference
on the modem. Also, the ADSL signal can be heard as annoying sounds in the
telephone. For these cases, a simple solution is to install an in-line micro-filter (low-pass
filter) between the wall jack and the telephone, which eliminates the disturbance problem.
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Figure 23: Micro-filter Theory
A filter like that is inexpensive and is easily installed by the customer. By this
installation the G.Lite accomplishes the same thing as the centralized splitter concept.
Besides, instead of having the filter at a single point, the filtering concept can take a
distributed form as shown previously in figure 20. [Orckit Communications]
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The G.Lite concept reduces the complexity of on-site installation and minimizes
the need for new wiring at the user's home. The ADSL G.Lite version will make it
possible to increase bandwidth for the customer on a more cost-effective basis. A speed
of 1 .5 Mbps provided by G.Lite is expected to be more than sufficient for most
residential and SOHO Internet access applications.
6.0 ADSL comparison with existing and emerging technologies:
The promise of speedier Internet access from ADSL has created competition or
co-existence with the other new technologies, which in the long run will benefit the end
user on both ends, performance and financial. This section of the paper will compare
ADSL with existing technologies such as CableModems, ISDN, how ADSL can be
implemented with ATM, and the expected technology afterADSL from the xDSL family
VDSL.
6.1 ADSL vs. Cable Modems:
Cable modems are devices that allow high-speed access to the Internet via a cable
television network. While similar in some respects to a traditional analog modem, a
cable modem is significantly more powerful. Like voice-band modems, cable modems
modulate and demodulate data signals. However, cable modems incorporate more
functionality suitable for today's high-speed Internet services. In a cable network, data
from the network to the user is referred as downstream, and data from the user to the
network is referred to as upstream similar to ADSL terminology. Data from a user to the
network is sent in a flexible and programmable system under control of a headend
transmitter. The data is modulated using a transmitter with data rates from 320 kbps up to
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10 Mbps. The upstream and downstream data rates may be flexibly configured using
cable modems to match subscriber needs. For example, a business service can be
programmed to receive as well as transmit higher bandwidth. A residential user, however,
may be configured to receive higher bandwidth access to the Internet while limited to low
bandwidth transmission to the network. The data service offered by a cable modem may
be shared by up to sixteen users in a local area network (LAN) configuration. A cable














Figure 24: Cable Modem Transmission System
The cable television companies are offering cable modem service and therefore
presenting a potentially attractive communication alternative to home and business
Internet users. On the other side, the Telecos companies are responding with ADSL
service. Both ADSL and cable modem have huge implications for business because both
will allow the development of corporate virtual private networks and telecommuting at
speeds approaching those which people are used to working with at their offices. A study
done late last year by Telechoice Incorporated reveals the following estimated








Table 2: Cable vs. ADSL subscribers
Cable modem is currently the greatest competition to ADSL, but it has significant
limitations and drawbacks. The layout of copper lines around the world has given the
ADSLmodem a clear advantage over the cable modem. While copper phone lines are
ubiquitous, cable is not. Cable is also not available at most business locations around the
world. The use of a standard phone line affords ADSL a number of advantages such as:
1 . Speed: ADSL service enables full use of the phone line's bandwidth, where
cable modem users will enjoy only a fraction of the cable modem's potential
speed. As more cable modem users go online, everyone's throughput will be
lower.
2. Availability: As stated before, copper phone lines are installed in almost
every home and business worldwide. Coaxial cable is not.
3. Interactivity: ADSL offers interactive capability in all its applications. Cable
modems do not. For the most part, cable modems can only be used for
broadcast to the customer.
4. Security: Since cable modems operate on a shared line, security becomes an
issue not present with ADSL.
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Cable modem service has the advantage over ADSL in pricing. The price of
ADSL is still higher than cable modems. Cable modem cost ranges from $30 to $50 a
month, and an installation fee is $100 or $149 if a network adapter card is needed to
connect the PC to the cable modem. On the other hand, for example Bell Atlantic's
ADSL service cost ranges from $60 to $190 amonth, an installation fee of $100, and a
$325 ADSL modem. Nonetheless, product proliferation, standards, and competition will
drive prices down. At the time of this research deployment ofADSL is increasing and
prices are decreasing. [TechWeb]
6.2 ADSL vs. ISDN:
Leveraging embedded copper plant to deliver digital voice and data services is
what Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and ADSL are all about. But, the two
technologies have their differences, the most obvious being their respective levels of
maturity and achievable data rate.
ISDN was the first attempt by the telephone companies to offer higher speed,
digital service to the mass market. ISDN delivers data at up to 128 Kbps over two
channels at 54 Kbps each using the same telephone wires used for POTS. The telephone
companies have been deploying ISDN for several years, and its widely available in some
areas.
The telephone companies deploy ISDN as part of the PSTN, which makes most
ISDN service a dial-up and metered service. Because ISDN is a premium service based
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on usage, it's expensive and impractical for Internet connectivity. Business ISDN service
typically costs $100 to $350 for installation and anywhere between $50 to $350 per
month. Residential ISDN service is no bargain in most areas. With charges about $50 a
month for just the line, and charges per usage of the channel for a local data call. The
usage rate might seem nominal, but it quickly adds up when using both channels for
several hours a day downloading substantial size files. Figure 25 shows a time
comparison of downloading a 5 Mbytes file using three technologies including ISDN and
DSL.
Time to Download & 5 IVlbyte File
O 5 10 t$ TO
Time in Minutes
Figure 25: ISDN and DSL download time comparison.
Although many industry observers agree that ISDN's days are numbered, industry
observers say ISDN is tough enough to serve the network productivity some more time,
especially for customers awaiting ADSL availability in their areas. ISDN's most
important role in the immediate future may be to help carriers capture and keep
customers desiring high-bandwidth access today. Although ADSL rollouts seems to be
the carriers primary concern today, sending any potential customer away empty handed
could be every company's fear over the next year in this competitive age. [ADSL Forum]
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6.3 ADSL and ATM:
ATM has been a technology in search of a low cost access method, and ADSL is
that access method. As more ADSL technology is deployed, there is a need to deploy
more and more ATM. There is even possibility that ATM services themselves will
become more and more popular as they become more available and cheaper on an
infrastructure being deployed to support faster data access over ADSL.
Competition between telecommunications service providers, Internet service
providers, and cable TV companies drives the race to add ATM and ADSL technology to
telecommunications
providers'
infrastructure. ATM and ADSL may just be the driving
force that unifies the world into the much talked about global community. ATM and
ADSL have the ability with less effort to perform the tasks necessary to become a
universal and global information transmission system. ATM and ADSL are capable of
providing one global backbone network for all types of traffic.
For ATM to survive and even thrive, there must be economic incentives for
manufacturers to design and manufacture ATM equipment, for service providers to install
ATM backbone networks, and for users to migrate from legacy networks to ATM. With
ADSL that can transport all the world's data to the home or business over the existing
copper wire, ATM provides for incremental migration capability of existing networks.
This assures economical allocation of resources while allowing users to incorporate ATM
technology in today's networks increasing the chances that ATM will thrive.
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How ATM and ADSL can operate together?
As mentioned earlier in this paper the CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) is
what stands between the customer and ADSL connection. The type of CPE used as part
of the ADSL service plays an integral role in defining what you can do and can't do with
your Internet connection. The ADSL CPE set-top box is called the ADSLNetwork


























Figure 26: ADSL Network Termination using ATM Bus
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The ADSL line interface module transmits signals to and receives signals from
the ADSL access adapter located at the CO. The ADSL line interface module conditions
the ADSL signals and converts the ATM cell stream to or from the ADSL signal.
Besides, The ADSL network termination includes the POTS splitter. The ATM bus,
operating at 10Mbps, multiplexes and de-multiplexes the cells received from or sent to
the individual service modules. The output of the service module is the native electrical
signal necessary for the service to work properly. So, the output of the LAN service
module is Ethernet packet data and it is sent to or from the business computer. The
output of the video service module to the television is the analog video signal and the
output is ATM video cells to the ATM bus. The video, Internet, LAN, and audio boxes
comprise the ADSL modem portion of the ADSL network termination.
At the Central Office side which includes the ADSL access adapters for

































Figure 27: ADSL access adapter with ATM Bus at the CO
The ADSL access adapter consists of a network interface, a 155 Mbps ATM bus,
ADSL line termination boards (The number ofADSL line termination boards varies from
CO to CO depending on the traffic patterns of the service area), and POTS access. Data
is received from and transmitted to the ATM network through the network interface. The
network interface performs signal conditioning and terminates the line. The ATM bus
multiplexes the transit data going out to the ATM network and de-multiplexes data
received from the ATM network. The ATM bus multiplexes and de-multiplexes the
ATM cells, which include various bit rates. This feature allows the ADSL line
termination boards to operate at different bit rates, if desired. The ADSL line termination
boards support a wide range of access speeds from 1.5 Mbps all the way up to the ATM
bus speed of 155 Mbps. The ADSL line termination boards terminate the ADSL lines.
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The ATM bus side of the boards receives and transmits ATM cells from and to the ATM
bus. The CPE side of the boards transmits and receives ADSL traffic to and from the
CPE. The POTS splitter at the CO is physically located on the line termination board.
In conclusion for using ATM and ADSL, ATM is basically a technique for
encoding and multiplexing digital data for transmission, and ADSL is basically a
technique for multiplexing digitally encoded analog data for transmission. The
combination ofATM and ADSL is very attractive for service providers to be able to
deliver ATM-based services over an ADSL link to users. ATM networks are designed
for multimedia applications, and many services are defined by standards that ATM
networks support. It makes even more sense to transport the ATM cells over the ADSL
link to the premises because Quality of Service (QoS) support, in terms of stable delays
and guaranteed bandwidth, is therefore guaranteed by the ATM portion of the network.
6.4 ADSL and VDSL:
There is a high degree of combined energy between ADSL and VDSL. The same
companies are working on both technologies and the same individuals within those
companies are also involved. VDSL is the next generation of xDSL technology that
offers significantly faster broadband speed than ADSL for short distances. The VDSL
solution requires placing Optical Network Units (ONUs) in the neighborhood to bring the
fiber distribution network closer to the home or small business user. However, VDSL
can provide downstream transmission speeds of up to 26 Mbps or more, compared to the
ADSL capability of up to 8 Mbps, if the ONU in the neighborhood is less than 3000 feet
from the customer's premise.
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VDSL technology offers a significantly faster downstream speed than ADSL.
However, the price of such greatly increased speed is a much shorter distance range. At
distances of 1000 feet or less, VDSL can transmit downstream rates of up to 52 Mbps.
As the final distance increases, the rate decreases. At 3000 feet distance, VDSL can
achieve a rate of 26Mbps, and at 4500 feet a rate of 13 Mbps.
While service providers can offer ADSL to customers simply by placing an
ADSL modem at the central office and at the customer's premises, VDSL requires a fiber
distribution network to bring the connection closer to the customer's premise as shown in













Figure 28: VDSL Technology
A Passive Optical Network (PON), VDSLmodem, and POTS splitter must be
installed in the neighborhood cabinet no further than 4500 feet from the customer's
premises. The final short drop into the homes uses the existing twisted-pair copper
telephone wires and goes into aNetwork Termination Unit (NTU) that contains another
POTS splitter and VDSL modem, which supplies the broadband to the various computers
and appliances in the home or small office.
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Since ADSL does not support optical fiber, which will clearly be the key driver
for serving medium to large business locations. The future distribution network will
stretch into urban and suburban neighborhoods using architecture based on Passive
Optical Network technology, and will deliver broadband access to neighborhood ONUs.
The choice then becomes how to service the last 3000 feet to the home or business: Fiber
all the way or VDSL/FTTN (Fiber to the Node) solution. The choice between the two
options for the last 3000 feet will be determined by engineering and economic
considerations. With the VDSL/FTTN solution, the last 3000 feet consists of a
neighborhood ONU where the high-speed VDSL signal is combined with the existing











Figure 29: VDSL/FTTN distribution
VDSL can be the cost-effective solution because it combines a fiber access
network with the existing POTS copper twisted-pair wire infrastructure. Within the
home or business, VDSL is part of the NTU connection to an in-house distribution
network (10/100Mbps). [Orckit Communications]
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7. ADSL Implementation andMarket:
This section of the paper will concentrate on ADSL implementation and its
market, with a list of who is offering the service, where and the cost. Telephone
companies and service providers around the world are recognizing that ADSL provides a
vehicle for them to generate additional revenues from existing copper plant with limited
financial risk and quick deployment. Worldwide success in trials and implementations of
the past year and early this year are giving way to commercial deployment by telephone
companies throughout the US, Europe, Asia and Australia. The commercial deployment
ofADSL systems is being enabled by the fact that there is one standard covering the key
markets in North America and Europe.
Does ADSL makes economic sense? Today ADSL is growing in acceptance and
use because it offers the benefits of the Information Superhighway without the expense or
wait. Because it allows service providers to reuse the existing infrastructure to provide
universal access to exciting new communications services, ADSL reduces service
providers'
financial risk. In addition, because there is no need for special line
conditioning or provisioning, ADSL can deliver service to a customer when the customer
requests service. With other technologies available to the Telecos, such as hybrid fiber
coax, a large and costly infrastructure must be put in place before a single customer can
receive service. Thus, ADSL eliminates the need to estimate the take rate of a
neighborhood and to lay cable in anticipation of a need. In other words, ADSL can be
deployed more rapidly than new cable can be laid, enabling telephone companies to reach
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their customers with interactive services more quickly. Besides, it is anticipated that with
silicon technology advances, the pricing ofADSLmodems should approach the cost of
current 56K modems by the Year 2000, bringing high-speed access into reach for the
mass market. In conclusion, yes ADSL makes economic sense citing the facts listed
above.
7.1 ADSL providers and deployment:
For the last two years, ADSL has been seen as the carrier's broadband high-speed
access solution. Now, it is here, the focus has been on driving down the cost for further
deployment, and most providers and manufacturers are succeeding on doing that recently.
This section of the paper will list some of the ADSL providers nationwide, their services,
and expectations as of the second quarter of 1999.
7.1.1 BellSouth:
BellSouth is offering a 1.54 Mbps/256 Kbps link for $50 per month if the
customer is a subscriber of the BellSouth complete choice or business choice telephone
package. The cost of BellSouth fast access service as a stand-alone product is $60. Both
offerings include Internet Access from BellSouth.net as well as the ADSL circuit.
Customers will be charged a one-time installation fee for configuring their computer and
phone line for fast access, which includes a $200 equipment charge for the modem and
related equipment and a $100 installation charge for the fast access line activation and
on-site installation. [xDSL Today]
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Further advancing its position as a leader in data services, BellSouth announced
recently that it is offering five new ADSL service options, developed primarily for
business. The new broadband offerings are ideal for firms seeking Local Area Network
(LAN) connectivity and high-speed Internet access.
BellSouth'
s new ADSL offerings
will be available in the company's 30 southeastern markets currently providing ADSL,
which will market these options to network service providers, such as Internet service
providers, competitive local exchange carriers, inter-exchange carriers and business
customers or institutions.
7.1.2 Bell Atlantic:
Bell Atlantic is offering ADSL service under the InfoSpeed brand name. Bell
Atlantic will also be selling ADSL transport services to ISPs. Bell Atlantic InfoSpeed
service offerings include a speed of up to 7.1 Mbps downstream with 680 Kbps upstream,
the charge of $190 amonth with Internet service, one-time connection fee of $100, plus
$325 ADSL modem.
Bell Atlantic is in the process currently of getting approval for amega-merger
with GTE, the large independent ILEC, and the effect of this merger on their ADSL
deployments has high expectations on both prices and mass market. Also, Bell Atlantic
and America Online (AOL) have a strategic alliance where Bell Atlantic will provide
ADSL service for AOL customers. But, the ADSL pricing is expected to cost AOL
members less than $20, in addition to their AOL monthly costs. [xDSL Today]
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7.1.3 Rhythms NetConnections:
Rhythms NetConnections is focused primarily on working with large companies
to support remote workers and branch offices. They also provide ADSL circuit to ISP
partners to support the small business market. Rhythms plans to roll out service to 300
COs in the largest 35 metropolitan areas in the United States,
Rhythms'
goal is to service
more than 70 percent of the businesses and remote workers in these areas by the end of
1999. Rhythms expects expansion to reach 50 metropolitan areas by the end of 2000.
Rhythms currently offers ADSL-based network services in the following metropolitan
areas: Chicago, Los Angeles, San Diego, and San Francisco. Pricing for
Rhythms'
services vary according to network speeds and the type of services individual customers
select. [xDSL Today]
7.1.4 Pacific Bell:
Pacific Bell is one of the leaders in ILEC deployments ofADSL service. PacBell
is aggressively rolling out ADSL service, driven by the fact that an estimated 35 percent
of the nation's Internet traffic begins and ends in California. By the end of 1999, Pacific
Bell plans to have the potential to provide ADSL service to 70 percent of its customers.
Pacific Bell's ADSL service offerings have been changing, with early 1999 price cuts for
its ADSL service. PacBell.net is now offering the following:
1 . Consumer DSL Internet Access: This package includes connection rate of up
to 1.5 Mbps downstream and 128Kbps upstream. This is a single IP address
and e-mail Internet access account. The cost is $49 a month for the Pacific
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Bell ADSL and Internet access (based on a one-year commitment), with the
one year commitment or longer, the modem and service installation price is
waived.
2. Enhanced DSL Internet Access: This package includes connection rates of up
to 6 Mbps downstream and 384Kbps upstream. The service includes five
usable LP addresses and DNS service. The cost is $129 a month based on a
one-year commitment. Like the previous package, a commitment of one year
or longer will waive the installation fee of $299, but the modem cost is still
charged at $198.
3. Business DSL Internet Access: This package includes connection rates of up
to 6Mbps downstream and 384 Kbps upstream. The service includes 29
usable IP addresses and DNS services. The cost is $328 a month for ADSL
and Internet access based on one-year commitment. A commitment of one
year or longer will waive the installation fee of $299, but the modem cost is
still charged at $198. [xDSL Today]
7.1.5 US West:
US West was one of the few early starters ofADSL services with a range of
service options from $40 to $175 a month. US West offers ADSL service with Internet
access through Interprise. MegaBit service is the name code used for USWest's family
ofDSL services. Customers ofUSWest are assessed a one-time installation charge and a
monthly charge. Also, part ofUS West purchase is a Cisco modem of $299 or PCI card
of $199. US West is currently offering ADSL service and partnering with ISPs in the
states located in theMidwestern of the United States. [xDSL Today]
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7.1.6 Southwestern Bell:
As of early 1999, Southwestern Bell picked up the pace of deploying ADSL
services, when it announced plans to deploy ADSL in 526 COs in its five-state region,
which consists ofTexas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Kansas. The Southwestern
Bell ADSL offerings is similar to Pacific Bell mentioned earlier in this section, because
both companies are owned by the same parent company, SBC Communications.
7.1.7 GTE:
GTE is an independent ILEC offering telecommunications service in a number of
states. GTE offers ADSL service through ISP partners and also from GTE.net. GTE just
introduced a new ADSL package called bronze plus. The new service is available as late
summer 1999 in areas where ADSL line is available or ready for provisioning. The new
service includes Internet access provided by GTE.net, the company's national Internet
service provider (ISP) for a price of $49.95 per month. GTE is a leader in providing
Internet services via ADSL, more than 200 regional ISPs provide service using GTE's
ADSL facilities, the industry's largest and most flexible ADSL offer via ISPs. To
accelerate availability ofADSL, GTE has increased the number of central offices where
the service is offered to 508, up from 333 at the end of 1998. By the end of this year,
GTE network
services'
underlying ADSL facilities will be available from more than 550
central offices, representing 6.1 million qualified lines that are located within
approximately three miles of those
provisioned offices.
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Lowest ADSL price yet!
Texas's original DSL provider Jump.net is the first ISP in the nation as of July
1999 to drop the total price of an always on ADSL Internet service line to $39.95, less
expensive than cable modem and less expensive than any other DSL provider. The
ability to have an always on ADSL line for under $40 will finally bring a reliable
broadband solution to the home user. The $39.95 ADSL accounts include the cost of line
and service; price does not include installation or hardware. [xDSL Today]
7.2 Business Opportunities for ADSL:
High-speed connectivity to homes, small businesses, and remote offices enabled
through ADSL will create many new business opportunities for service providers. Many
target applications for ADSL are asymmetric demanding high data rate downstream to
the subscriber, but relatively low data rates demands upstream. Such opportunities
include the following:
1 . Internet Connectivity Services: The explosion of interest in the Internet has
created a clear opportunity to provide high-speed Internet access to homes and
small businesses. ADSL can deliver not only higher speed, but also an
always-
on service that does not risk call blocking in the telephone network. The
service provider can also offer providers and consumers web hosting services
as well as the tools needed for them to author and maintainWeb pages.
2. Branch Office Connectivity: ADSL service offers itself to branch office
connectivity, effectively replacing leased lines, such as ISDN. Most business
PC applications, such as file access, e-mail, terminal, and emulation perform
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asymmetric communication, making ADSL an appropriate technology to
connect a remote office to the enterprise.
3. Telecommuting Services: Telecommuting is another opportunity for ADSL
technology.With high-speed connectivity to
employees'
homes, companies
can offer a virtual office experience to telecommuters. This is attractive
because more and more corporations are embracing telecommuting as an
effective means of reducing facility and renting expenses.
4. Business-to-Business Services: Today's connected information society is
creating new types of business relationships and providing new opportunities
in more traditional business contexts. Businesses that have a common bond
may want to share a private and secure network infrastructure. The service
provider can create a virtual private network using ADSL in conjunction with
existing backbone networks to interconnect businesses. [ADSL Forum]
8. Will ADSL be viable in remote networking?
To meet the demand for remote access in this changing environment, advances in
technology are making it possible to get more from the existing infrastructure, such as
copper wires. The most promising of these technologies throughout the research of this
paper is ADSL. Aside from the obvious bandwidth benefit that ADSL offers end users,
there are three even more important, but less apparent advantages ADSL offers service
providers:
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1 . The separation of voice and data communications.
2. The ability to implement the technology incrementally and inexpensively.
3. The open marketplace created by local loop deregulation.
Currently, ADSL is the leading technology enabling ordinary twisted pair equipped
with ADSL modems to transmit multimedia applications, and very high-speed data.
More than 750 million such lines exist around the world today. New cabling, whether
fiber alone or combined with coax, will take decades to replace all of them all as
mentioned earlier in this paper. With ADSL, telephone companies can connect almost
every home and business to exciting new interactive broadband services now.
ADSL is essential to the success of the new information infrastructure, because it
will play a crucial role over the next ten years as telephone companies enter new markets
connecting subscribers to the Internet and delivering information in multimedia formats.
The market of providing the homes and small businesses with Internet and corporate
LANs soon will make it a viable one for telephone companies and application suppliers
by providing ADSL technology.
Telephone companies worldwide are facing competition, and theirmost affordable
weapon is twisted pair copper, already connecting most prospective customers to their
central offices or switching centers. ADSL lets telephone companies capitalize on this
existing treasure, and gives them time to market advantage
over competition.
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Some of the key real world applications that will enable ADSL to be viable in
future networking are:
1 . Copper Infrastructure: With over 750 million copper lines installed over the
world, copper modem technologies like ADSL will have an edge competing
with remote access products like cable modem and satellite which require
more infrastructure investments to reach ubiquity.
2. Security: ADSL comes through by offering secure point to point connectivity
over the copper line just like a dialup modem or TI connection. These
point-
to-point connections can then be mapped securely to an ISP or corporate
network.
3. Always On: ADSL connects the user to the network at all times. Always on
means that services are now just keystrokes away. This means instant access
to email and new services like real time applications.
4. Protected Investment: ADSL has an edge on the competition when
considering that the ADSL modem bought today will give years of good
service with ever increasing bandwidth as the Internet and corporate data
pipes get bigger in coming years. ADSL services are rolling out today to give
the user high-speed access to the network at rates the backbone can handle but
at a fraction ofwhat ADSL total bandwidth potentials. This means that the
ADSL service can grow with the network as the backbone grows over time.
5. Bandwidth: ADSL offers far greater bandwidth downstream from the network
than to the network. This means that it is designed to perfectly meet the
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requirement of Internet and remote LAN access where the user is typically
downloading more than they are uploading. ADSL not only offers more
bandwidth but also offers it in the right proportions for the application.
These are some of the key features that make ADSL the best all around contender
for remote access requirements, which is the first technology uniquely suited for it.
9. Conclusion:
This paper has discussed the ADSL technology and the trends surrounding the
remote access. In doing so, by providing an overview of the technology from all angles,
and after comparing the technology with existing technologies and how it compliments
future technologies. ADSL is about as efficient a use of existing copper wires as we're
likely to see, and can literally transform the existing information system from one limited
to voice, text and low resolution graphics to a powerful, ubiquitous network capable of
bringing multimedia to everyone's home or small business.
By reducing the complexity of installation and minimizing the need for new
wiring at the user's home, ADSL will make it possible to increase bandwidth for the
customer on a more cost effective basis. The speed provided by ADSL should be
sufficient for most residential and SOHO Internet access applications. Just as the market
for larger PC hard drives continues to accelerate as demand for more speed and storage
on computers grows, so too will the demand for access speed grow, increasing the
demand for ADSL technology.
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ADSL technology has been accepted internationally and standard bodies
throughout the world have adopted the technology. ADSL has been designed from the
ground up as a platform to offer a wide variety of data services. It's not just a bandwidth
short-term fix for the next year or so, it's an enabler of applications that will transform
the Internet and enterprise networks. In much the same way that real time access to
information across the corporate network has changed the business landscape forever,
real time access to information remotely over ADSL will change the way we live at our
homes, and the way we connect to the business and Internet as well.
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